
I want to make it clear that I object to the proposed development in Gents

Lane going ahead. My objections and those of others are on the Babergh

portal but I would also like to ensure that the Parish Council has a full letter of
objections, a copy of which I have here (this is not on the Babergh website but
was handed in to the case officer).

Could I remind the Parish Council that I have made a request to speak at an

open session of the planning committee: this can be triggered either through
the support of the district councillor or by public petition. I have sought both
routes and await an outcome. The reason for requesting to speak at planning
is that this is a controversial issue and merits greater scrutiny and openness.

The decision to pursue development in Gents Lane has now been running for
some time. There was the initial 'out of the blue' submission early in 2015
with no consultation, notification to residents and an erroneous address
before proceeding to a full planning application this year. ln the meantime I

spoke at our own meeting here in the village hall in January 20l,6 attended by

50 residents.

The proposed development has implications way beyond its footprint. lt has

created uncertainty, not only for Gents Lane residents but residents in the
village as a whole. When I was collecting signatures for my petition on Sunday

afternoon 3'd Jrly I met residents with very strong views on not just
development, but on what they saw as the inadequacy of local democracy to
defend their quality of life, because after all this is a quality of life issue.

While I expect you to do the right thing and tell Babergh that you are opposing
this proposed development I would like to make a further suggestion. I think it
is time that you, the Parish Council, took a leadership role in this controversial
issue, I am suggesting the following:-

That you form a sub-committee to draw up a proposal for the future of the
Gents Lane area of the village (given that the two most recent development
proposals relate to it). This might need to be chaired, if he is willing, by

someone like Councillor Kemp who has not been involved in the issues.

o lnvite all residents living with properties/land on the lane to a meeting to
discuss how they see the future of the lane.
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This is asking the Parish Council to take a proactive role rather than
responding to issues as they arise. lt is also an attempt to avoid the perceived
demolition of what we see as a valuable village asset (valuable for all the village
not just Gents Lane residents).

What I am suggesting is sustainability in action. This is first of all about
environment and protecting it into the future: secondly, it is about people,
ensuring that those affected help mould the future as it affects them and those
that come after them: thirdly, it is about economic wellbeing by allowing
appropriate land uses and activities consistent with the needs of the
environment and people.

The only real issues in villages today surround planning. lt is therefore
important that the Parish Council sees this and takes a lead before the village
as we know it is transformed into just another pastiche of suburbia.

H C Johnston
I I July 2016


